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7 STANLEY DECOMPOSITIONS AND PARTITIONABLE SIMPLICIAL COMPLEXES

JÜRGEN HERZOG, ALI SOLEYMAN JAHAN AND SIAMAK YASSEMI

Dedicated to Takayuki Hibi on the occasion of his fiftieth birthday

ABSTRACT. We study Stanley decompositions and show that Stanley’s conjecture on Stanley de-
compositions implies his conjecture on partitionable Cohen-Macaulay simplicial complexes. We
also prove these conjectures for all Cohen-Macaulay monomial ideals of codimension 2 and all
Gorenstein monomial ideals of codimension 3.

INTRODUCTION

In this paper we discuss a conjecture of Stanley [St2] concerning a combinatorial upper bound
for the depth of aZn-graded module. Here we consider his conjecture only forS/I , whereI is a
monomial ideal.

Let K be a field,S= K[x1, . . . ,xn] the polynomial ring inn variables. Letu∈ Sbe a monomial
andZ a subset of{x1, . . . ,xn}. We denote byuK[Z] theK-subspace ofSwhose basis consists of
all monomialsuv wherev is a monomial inK[Z]. TheK-subspaceuK[Z] ⊂ S is called aStanley
spaceof dimension|Z|.

Let I ⊂ Sbe a monomial ideal, and denote byIc ⊂ S theK-linear subspace ofSspanned by all
monomials which do not belong toI . ThenS= Ic⊕ I as aK-vector space, and the residues of the
monomials inIc form aK-basis ofS/I .

A decompositionD of Ic as a finite direct sum of Stanley spaces is called aStanley decom-
positionof S/I . Identifying Ic with S/I , a Stanley decomposition yields a decomposition ofS/I
as well. The minimal dimension of a Stanley space in the decompositionD is called theStanley
depthof D , denoted sdepth(D).

We set sdepth(S/I)= max{sdepth(D) : D is a Stanley decomposition ofS/I}, and call this num-
ber theStanley depthof S/I .

In [St, Conjecture 5.1] Stanley conjectured the inequalitysdepth(S/I) ≥ depth(S/I). We sayI
is aStanley ideal, if Stanley’s conjecture holds forI .

Not many classes of Stanley ideals are known. Apel [Ap2, Corollary 3] showed that all mono-
mial idealsI with dimS/I ≤ 1 are Stanley ideals. He also showed [Ap2, Theorem 3 & Theorem5]
that all generic monomial ideals and all cogeneric Cohen-Macaulay monomial ideals are Stanley
ideals, and Soleyman Jahan [So, Proposition 2.1]proved that all monomial ideals in a polynomial
ring in n variables of codimension less than or equal 1 are Stanley ideals. This implies in particular
a result of Apel which says that all monomial ideals in the polynomial ring in three variables are
Stanley ideals.

In [HePo] the authors attach to each monomial ideal a multi-complex and introduce the concept
of shellable multi-complexes. In caseI is a squarefree monomial ideal, this concept of shellability
coincides with non-pure shellability introduced by Björner and Wachs [BjWa]. It is shown in
[HePo, Theorem 10.5] that ifI is pretty clean (see the definition in Section2), then the multi-
complex attached toI is shellable andI is a Stanley ideal. The concept of pretty clean modules is
a generalization of clean modules introduced by Dress [Dr].He showed that a simplicial complex
is shellable if and only if its Stanley-Reisner ideal is clean.
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We use these results to prove that any Cohen-Macaulay monomial ideal of codimension 2 and
that any Gorenstein monomial ideal of codimension 3 is a Stanley ideal, see Proposition 1.4 and
Theorem 2.1. For the proof of Proposition 1.4 we observe thatthe polarization of a perfect codi-
mension 2 ideal is shellable, and show this by using Alexander duality and result of [HeHiZh] in
which it is proved that any monomial ideal with 2-linear resolution has linear quotients. The proof
of Theorem 2.1 is based on a structure theorem for Gorensteinmonomial ideals given in [BrHe1].
It also uses the result, proved in Proposition 2.3, that a pretty clean monomial ideal remains pretty
clean after applying a substitution replacing the variables by a regular sequence of monomials.

In the last section of this paper we introduce squarefree Stanley spaces and show in Proposition
3.2 that for a squarefree monomial idealI , the Stanley decompositions ofS/I into squarefree
Stanley spaces correspond bijectively to partitions into intervals of the simplicial complex whose
Stanley-Reisner ideal is the idealI . Stanley calls a simplicial complex∆ partitionable if there
exists a partition∆ =

⋃r
i=1[Fi,Gi] of ∆ such that for all intervals[Fi,Gi ] = {F ∈ ∆ : ;Fi ⊂ F ⊂ Gi}

one has thatGi is a facet of∆. We show in Corollary 3.5 that the Stanley-Reisner idealI∆ of
a Cohen-Macaulay simplicial complex∆ is a Stanley ideal if and only if∆ is partitionable. In
other word, Stanley’s conjecture on Stanley decompositions implies his conjecture on partitionable
simplicial complexes.

1. STANLEY DECOMPOSITIONS

Let S= K[x1, . . . ,xn] be a polynomial ring andI ⊂Sa monomial ideal. Note thatI andIc as well
as all Stanley spaces areK-linear subspaces ofSwith a basis which is a subset of monomials of
S. For anyK-linear subspaceU ⊂ Swhich is generated by monomials, we denote by Mon(U) the
set of elements in the monomial basis ofU . It is then clear that ifuiK[Zi], i = 1, . . . , r are Stanley
spaces, thenIc =

⊕r
i=1uiK[Zi] if and only if Mon(Ic) is the disjoint union of the sets Mon(uiK[Zi]).

Usually one has infinitely many different Stanley decompositions ofS/I . For example ifS=
K[x1,x2] andI = (x1x2), then for each integerk≥ 1 one has the Stanley decomposition

Dk : S/I = K[x2]⊕
k⊕

j=1

x j
1K⊕xk+1

1 K[x1]

of S/I . Each of these Stanley decompositions ofS/I has Stanley depth 0, while the Stanley de-
compositionK[x2]⊕x1K[x1] of S/I has Stanley depth 1.

Even thoughS/I may have infinitely many different Stanley decompositions,all these decom-
positions have one property in common, as noted in [So, Section 2]. Indeed, ifD is a Stanley
decomposition ofS/I with s= dimS/I . Then the number of Stanley sets of dimensions in D is
equal to the multiplicitye(S/I) of S/I .

There is also an upper bound for sdepth(S/I) known, namely

sdepth(S/I) ≤ min{dimS/P: P∈ Ass(S/I)}.

see [Ap2, Section 3]. Note that for depth(S/I) the same upper bound is valid. As a consequence
of these observations one has

Corollary 1.1. Let I ⊂ S be a monomial ideal such that S/I is Cohen-Macaulay. Then the follow-
ing conditions are equivalent:

(a) I is a Stanley ideal.
(b) There exists a Stanley decompositionD of S/I such that each Stanley space inD has

dimension d= dimS/I.
(c) There exists a Stanley decompositionD of S/I which has e(S/I) summands.

The following result will be needed later in Section 2.
2



Proposition 1.2. Let I ⊂ S be a monomial complete intersection ideal. Then S/I is clean. In
particular, I is a Stanley ideal.

Proof. Let u∈ Sbe a monomial. We call supp(u) = {xi : xi dividesu} thesupportof u. Now let
G(I) = {u1, . . . ,um} be the unique minimal set of monomial generators ofI . By our assumption,
u1, . . . ,um is a regular sequence. This implies that supp(ui)∩supp(u j) = /0 for all i 6= j.

It follows from the definition of the polarization of a monomial ideal (see for example [So]),
that for the polarized idealI p = (up

1., . . . ,up
m) one again has supp(up

i )∩supp(up
j ) = /0 for all i 6= j.

ThusJ = I p is a squarefree monomial ideal generated by the regular sequence of monomials
v1, . . . ,vm with vi = up

i for all i.
Let ∆ be the simplicial complex whose Stanley-Reisner idealI∆ is equal toJ. TheAlexander

dual ∆∨ of ∆ is defined to be the simplicial complex whose faces are{[n] \F : F 6∈ ∆}. The
Stanley-Reisner ideal of∆∨ is minimally generated by all monomialsxi1 · · ·xik where(xi1, . . . ,xik)
is a minimal prime ideal ofI∆.

In our case it follows thatI∆∨ is minimally generated by the monomial of the formxi1 . . .xim
wherexi j ∈ supp(v j) for j = 1, . . . ,m. Thus we see thatI∆∨ is the matriodal ideal of the transversal
matroid attached to the sets supp(v1), . . . ,supp(vm), see [CoHe, Section 5]. In [HeTa, Lemma 1.3]
and [CoHe, Section 5] it is shown that any polymatroidal ideal has linear quotients, and this implies
that∆ is a shellable simplicial complex, see for example [HeHiZh1, Theorem 1.4]. Hence by the
theorem of Dress quoted in the next section,S/I∆ is clean. Now we use the result in [So, Theorem
3.10] which says that a monomial ideal is pretty clean (see the definition in Section 2) if and only
if its polarization is clean. Therefore we conclude thatS/I is pretty clean. Since all prime ideals
in a pretty clean filtration are associated prime ideals ofS/I (see [HePo, Corollary 3.4]) and since
S/I is Cohen-Macaulay, the prime ideals in the filtration are minimal. HenceS/I is clean. Thus
we conclude from [HePo, Theorem 6.5] thatI is Stanley ideal. �

Corollary 1.3. Let I ⊂ S be a monomial ideal withdepthS/I ≥ n−1. Then I is a Stanley ideal.

Proof. The assumption implies thatI is a principal ideal. Thus the assertion follows from Propo-
sition 1.2. �

With the same techniques as in the proof of Proposition 1.2 wecan show

Proposition 1.4. Let I ⊂ S be a monomial ideal which is perfect and of codimension 2. Then S/I
is clean. In particular, I is a Stanley ideal.

Proof. We will show that the polarized idealI p defines a shellable simplicial complex. Then, as
in the proof of Proposition 1.2, it follows thatS/I is clean. Note thatI p is a perfect squarefree
monomial ideal of codimension 2. Let∆ be the simplicial complex defined byI p. By the Eagon–
Reiner theorem [EaRe] and a result of Terai [T], the idealI∆∨ has a 2-linear resolution. Now we
use the fact, proved in [HeHiZh, Theorem 3.2], that an ideal with 2-linear resolution has linear
quotients which in turn implies that∆ is shellable, as desired. �

Combining the preceding results with Apel’s result according to which all monomial ideals with
dimS/I ≤ 1 are Stanley ideals we obtain

Corollary 1.5. Let I ⊂ S be a monomial ideal. If n≤ 4 and S/I is Cohen-Macaulay, then I is a
Stanley ideal.

2. GORENSTEIN MONOMIAL IDEALS OF CODIMENSION3

As the main result of this section we will show

Theorem 2.1. Each Gorenstein monomial ideal of codimension 3 is a Stanleyideal.
3



The proof of this result is based on the following structure theorem that can be found in [BrHe1].

Theorem 2.2. Let I ⊂ S be a monomial Gorenstein ideal of codimension 3. Then G(I) is an odd
number, say|G(I)| = 2m+ 1, and there exists a regular sequence of monomials u1, . . .u2m+1 in S
such that

G(I) = {uiui+1 · · ·ui+m−1 : i = 1, . . . ,2m+1},

where ui = ui−2m−1 whenever i> 2m+1.

In order to apply this theorem we need another result. LetI ⊂ Sbe monomial ideal. According
to [HePo],S/I is calledpretty clean, if there exists a chain of monomial ideals such that

(a) for all j one hasI j/I j+1
∼= S/Pj wherePj is a monomial prime ideal;

(b) for all i < j such thatPi ⊂ Pj , it follows thatPi = Pj .

Dress [Dr] calls the ringS/I clean, if there exists a chain of ideals as above such that all thePi

are minimal prime ideals ofI . By an abuse of notation we callI (pretty) clean ifS/I is (pretty)
clean. Obviously, any clean ideal is pretty clean. In [HePo,Theorem 6.5] it is shown that ifI is
pretty clean, thenI is a Stanley ideal, while Dress showed [Dr, Section 4] that ifI = I∆ for some
simplicial complex∆, then∆ is shellable if and only ifI∆ is clean. In particular, it follows thatI∆
is a Stanley ideal, if∆ is shellable.

We now show

Proposition 2.3. Let I ⊂ T = K[y1, . . . ,yr ] be a monomial ideal such that T/I is (pretty) clean.
Let u1, . . . ,ur ∈ S= K[x1, . . . ,xn] be a regular sequence of monomials, and letϕ : T → S be the
K-algebra homomorphism withϕ(y j) = u j for j = 1, . . . , r. Then S/ϕ(I)S is (pretty) clean.

Proof. Let I = I0 ⊂ I1 ⊂ ·· · ⊂ Im = T be a pretty clean filtrationF of T/I with Ik/Ik+1 = T/Pk

for all k.
Observe that theK-algebra homomorphismϕ : T → S is flat, sinceu1, . . . ,ur is a regular se-

quence. Hence if we setJk = ϕ(Ik)S for k = 1, . . . ,m, then we obtain the filtrationϕ(I)S= J0 ⊂
J1 ⊂ ·· · ⊂ Jm = Swith Jk/Jk+1

∼= S/ϕ(Pk)S.
SupposePk = (yi1, . . . ,yik), thenϕ(Pk)S= (ui1, . . . ,uik). In other words,ϕ(Pk)S is a monomial

complete intersection, and hence by Proposition 1.2 we havethat S/ϕ(Pk)S is clean. Therefore
there exists a prime filtrationJk = Jk0 ⊂ Jk1 ⊂ ·· · ⊂ Jkrk

= Jk+1 such thatJki /Jki+1
∼= S/Pki where

Pki is a minimal prime ideal ofϕ(Pk)S. Sinceϕ(Pk)S= (ui1, . . . ,uitk
)S is a complete intersection,

all minimal prime ideals ofϕ(Pk) have heighttk.
Composing the prime filtrations of theJk/Jk+1, we obtain a prime filtration ofS/ϕ(I)S. We

claim that this prime filtration is (pretty) clean. In fact, let Pki andPℓ j be two prime ideals in the
support of this filtration. We have to show: ifPki ⊂ Pℓ j for k < ℓ, or Pki ⊂ Pℓ j for k = ℓ and i < j,
thenPki = Pℓ j . In casek = ℓ, we have height(Pki ) = height(Pℓ j ) = tk, and the assertion follows. In
casek < ℓ, by using the fact thatF is a pretty clean filtration, we have thatPk = Pℓ or Pk 6⊂ Pℓ. In
the first case, the prime idealsPki andPℓ j have the same height, and the assertion follows. In the
second case there exists a variableyg ∈ Pk \Pℓ. Then the monomialug belongs toϕ(Pk)Sbut not
to ϕ(Pℓ)S. This implies thatPki contains a variable which belongs to the support ofug. However
this variable cannot be a generator ofPℓ j , because the support ofug is disjoint of the support of all
the monomial generators ofϕ(Pℓ)S. This shows thatPki 6⊂ Pℓ j . �

Corollary 2.4. Let ∆ be a shellable simplicial complex and I∆ ⊂ T = K[y1, . . . ,yr ] its Stanley-
Reisner ideal. Furthermore, let u1, . . . ,ur ⊂ S= K[x1, . . . ,xn] be a regular sequence of monomials,
and letϕ(yi) = ui for i = 1, . . . , r. Thenϕ(I∆)S is a Stanley ideal.
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Proof. By the theorem of Dress, the ringT/I∆ is clean. Therefore,S/ϕ(I∆)S is again clean, by
Proposition 2.3. In particular,S/ϕ(I∆)S is pretty clean which according to [HePo, Theorem 6.5]
implies thatϕ(I∆)S is a Stanley ideal. �

Proof of Theorem 2.1.Let ∆ be the simplicial complex whose Stanley-Reisner ideal

I∆ ⊂ T = K[y1, . . . ,y2m+1]

is generated by the monomialsyiyi+1 · · ·yi+m−1, i = 1, . . . ,2m+ 1, whereyi = yi−2m−1 whenever
i > 2m+1, and letu1, . . . ,u2m+1 ⊂S= K[x1, . . . ,xn] be the regular sequence given in Theorem 2.1.
Then we haveI = ϕ(I∆)S whereϕ(y j) = u j for all j. Therefore, by Corollary 2.4, it suffices to
show that∆ is shellable.

Identifying the vertex set of∆ with [2m+ 1] = {1, . . . ,2m+ 1} and observing thatI∆ is of
codimension 3, it is easy to see thatF ⊂ [2m+ 1] is a facet of∆ if and only if F = [2m+ 1] \
{a1,a2,a3} with

a2−a1 < m+1, a3−a2 < m+1, a3−a1 > m.

We denote the facet[2m+1]\{a1,a2,a3} by F(a1,a2,a3)
We will show that∆ is shellable with respect to the lexicographic order. Note that F(a1,a2,a3) <

F(b1,b2,b3) in the lexicographic order, if and only if eitherb1 < a1, or b1 = a1 andb2 < a2, or
a1 = b1, a2 = b2 andb3 < a3.

In order to prove that∆ is shellable we have to show: ifF = F(a1,a2,a3) andG = F(b1,b2,b3)
with F < G, then there existsc∈ G\F and some facetH such thatH < G andG\H = {c}.

We know that|G\F | ≤ 3. If |G\F | = 1, then there is nothing to prove. In the following we
discuss the cases|G\F| = 2 and|G\F| = 3. The discussion of these cases is somewhat tedious
but elementary. For the convenience of the reader we list allthe possible cases.

Case 1:|G\F| = 2.

(i) If b1 = a1 < b2 < a2, then we chooseH = (G\{a2})∪{b2}.
(ii) If b1 < b2 = a1 or b1 < b2 < a1 < a2 = b3 < a3, then we chooseH = (G\{a3})∪{b1}.
(iii) If b1 < a1 < b2 < a2 = b3 < a3, we consider the following two subcases:

for a3−b2 < m+1, we chooseH = (G\{a3})∪{b3}.
for a3−b2 ≥ m+1, we chooseH = (G\{a3})∪{b1}.

(iv) If b1 < a1 < a2 = b2 < b3 < a3, then we chooseH = (G\{a3})∪{b3}.
(v) If b1 < a1 < a2 = b2 < a3 < b3 or b1 < a1 < a2 < a3 = b2 < b3, then we chooseH =

(G\{a1})∪{b1}.

Case 2:|G\F| = 3.

(i) If b1 < a1 < a2 < a3 < b3, then we chooseH = (G\{a1})∪{b1}.
(ii) If b1 < b2 < b3 < a1 < a2 < a3 or b1 < b2 < a1 < a2 < a3 anda1 < b3, then we choose

H = (G\{a1})∪{b2}.
(iii) If b1 < a1 < b2 < b3 < a2 < a3, then we chooseH = (G\{a2})∪{b3}.
(iv) If b1 < a1 < b2 < a2 < b3 < a3, we consider the following two subcases:

for a3−b2 < m+1, we chooseH = (G\{a3})∪{b3}.
for a3−b2 ≥ m+1, we chooseH = (G\{a3})∪{b1}.

(iv) If b1 < a1 < a2 < b2 < b3 < a3, then we chooseH = (G\{a3})∪{b3}. �

Combining the result of Theorem 2.1 with the result of Apel [Ap2, Corollary 3] we obtain

Corollary 2.5. Let I ⊂ S be monomial ideal. If n≤ 5 and S/I is Gorenstein, then I is a Stanley
ideal.
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3. SQUAREFREESTANLEY DECOMPOSITIONS AND PARTITIONS OF SIMPLICIAL COMPLEXES

A Stanley spaceuK[Z] is called asquarefree Stanley space, if u is a squarefree monomial
and supp(u) ⊆ Z. We shall use the following notation: forF ⊆ [n] we setxF = ∏i∈F xi and
ZF = {xi : i ∈ F}. Then a Stanley space is squarefree if and only if it is of the form xFK[ZG] with
F ⊆ G⊆ [n].

A Stanley decomposition ofS/I is called asquarefree Stanley decompositionof S/I , if all
Stanley spaces in the decomposition are squarefree.

Lemma 3.1. Let I ⊂ S be a monomial ideal. The following conditions are equivalent:

(a) I is a squarefree monomial ideal.
(b) S/I has a squarefree Stanley decomposition.

Proof. (a)⇒ (b): We may viewI as the Stanley-Reisner ideal of some simplicial complex∆. With
eachF ∈ ∆ we associate the squarefree Stanley spacexFK[ZF ]. We claim that

⊕
F∈∆ xFK[ZF ] is

a (squarefree) Stanley decomposition ofS/I . Indeed, a monomialu∈ Sbelongs toIc if and only
if supp(u) ∈ ∆, and these monomial form aK-basis forIc. On the other hand, a monomialu∈ S
belongs toxFK[ZF ] if and only if supp(u) = F. This shows thatIc =

⊕
F∈∆ xFK[ZF ].

(b)⇒ (a): Let
⊕

i uiK[Zi] be a squarefree Stanley decomposition ofS/I . Assume thatI is not a
squarefree monomial ideal. Then there existsu∈G(I) which is not squarefree and we may assume
thatx2

1|u. Thenu′ = u/x1 ∈ Ic, and hence there existsi such thatu′ ∈ uiK[Zi]. Sincex1|u′ it follows
thatx1 ∈ Zi. Thereforeu∈ uiK[Zi] ⊂ Ic, a contradiction. �

Let ∆ be a simplicial complex of dimensiond−1 on the vertex setV = {x1, . . . ,xn}. A subset
I ⊂ ∆ is called aninterval, if there exits facesF,G∈ ∆ such thatI = {H ∈ ∆ : F ⊆ H ⊆ G}. We
denote this interval given byF andG also by[F,G] and call dimG−dimF therankof the interval.
A partition P of ∆ is a presentation of∆ as a disjoint union of intervals. Ther-vector ofP is the
integer vectorr = (r0, r1, . . . , rd) wherer i is the number of intervals of ranki.

Proposition 3.2. LetP : ∆ =
⋃r

i=1[Fi,Gi ] be a partition of∆. Then

(a) D(P) =
⊕r

i=1 xFi K[ZGi ] is squarefree Stanley decomposition of S/I.
(b) The mapP 7→ D(P) establishes a bijection between partitions of∆ and squarefree Stan-

ley decompositions of S/I.

Proof. (a) Since eachxFi K[ZGi ] is a squarefree Stanley space it suffices to show thatIc is in-
deed the direct sum of the Stanley spacesxFi K[ZGi ]. Let u ∈ Mon(Ic); thenH = supp(u) ∈ ∆.
SinceP is a partition of∆ it follows that H ∈ [Fi,Gi ] for some i. Therefore,u = xFi u

′ for
some monomialu′ ∈ K[ZGi ]. This implies thatu ∈ xFi K[ZGi ]. This shows that Mon(Ic) is the
union of sets Mon(xFi K[ZGi ]). Suppose there exists a monomialu∈ xFi K[ZGi ]∩ xFj K[ZG j ]. Then
supp(u) ∈ [Fi,Gi ]∩ [Fj,G j ]. This is only possible ifi = j, sinceP is partition of∆.

(b) Let [Fi,Gi] and[Fj ,G j ] be two intervals. ThenxFi K[ZGi ] = xFj K[ZG j ] if and only if [Fi,Gi ] =
[Fj ,G j ]. Indeed, ifxFi K[ZGi ] = xFj K[ZG j ], thenxFj ∈ xFi K[ZGi ], and hencexFi |xFj . By symmetry we
also havexFj |xFi . In other words,Fi = Fj , and it also follows thatK[ZGi ] = K[ZG j ]. This implies
Gi = G j . These considerations show thatP 7→ D(P) is injective.

On the other hand, letD : S/I =
⊕r

i=1 xFi K[ZGi ] be an arbitrary squarefree Stanley decomposi-
tion of S/I . By the definition of a squarefree Stanley set we haveFi ⊆ Gi, and sincexFi K[ZGi ]⊂ Ic,
it follows thatGi ∈ ∆. Hence[Fi,Gi ] is an interval of∆, and a squarefree monomialxF belongs to
xFi K[ZGi ] if and only if F ∈ [Fi,Gi ].

Let F ⊂ ∆ be an arbitrary face. ThenxF ∈ Mon(Ic) =
⋃r

i=1Mon(xFi K[ZGi ]). Hence the square-
free monomialxF belongs toxFi K[ZGi ] for some i, and henceF ∈ [Fi ,Gi]. This shows that
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⋃r
i=1[Fi,Gi] = ∆. SupposeF ∈ [Fi,Gi ]∩ [Fj ,G j ]. ThenxF ∈ xFi K[ZGi ]∩ xFj K[ZG j ], a contradic-

tion. Hence we see thatP : ∆ =
⋃r

i=1[Fi ,Gi] is a partition of∆ with D(P) = D . �

Now let I ⊂ Sbe a squarefree monomial ideal. Then we set

sqdepth(S/I) = max{sdepth(D) : D is a squarefree Stanley decomposition ofS/I},

and call this number thesquarefree Stanley depthof S/I .
As the main result of this section we have

Theorem 3.3. Let I ⊂ S be a squarefree monomial ideal. Thensqdepth(S/I) = sdepth(S/I).

Proof. Let D be any Stanley decomposition ofS/I , and let∆ be the simplicial complex with
I = I∆. For eachF ∈ ∆ we havexF ∈ Ic. Hence there exists a summanduK[Z] with xF ∈ uK[Z].
SincexF is squarefree it follows thatu = xG is squarefree andF ⊆ G∪Z. Let D ′ the sum of
those Stanley spacesuK[Z] in D for which u is a squarefree monomial. Then this sum is direct.
Therefore the intervals[G,G∪Z] corresponding to the summands inD ′ are pairwise disjoint. On
the other hand these intervals cover∆, as we have seen before, and hence form a partition ofP

of ∆. It follows from the construction ofP that sqdepthD(P) ≥ sdepthD . This shows that
sqdepth(S/I) ≥ sdepth(S/I). The other inequality sqdepth(S/I) ≤ sdepth(S/I) is obvious. �

Corollary 3.4. Let ∆ be a simplicial complex. Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) I∆ is a Stanley ideal.
(b) There exists a partition∆ =

⋃r
i=1[Fi ,Gi] with |Gi | ≥ depthK[∆] for all i.

Let ∆ be a simplicial complex andF (∆) its set of facets. Stanley calls a simplicial complex∆
partitionable if there exists a partition∆ =

⋃r
i=1[Fi,Gi ] with F (∆) = {G1, . . . ,Gr}. We call a par-

tition with this property anice partition. Stanley conjectures [St1, Conjecture 2.7] (see also [St2,
Problem 6]) that each Cohen-Macaulay simplicial complex ispartitionable. In view of Corollary
1.1 it follows that the conjecture of Stanley decompositions implies the conjecture on partitionable
simplicial complexes. More precisely we have

Corollary 3.5. Let∆ be a Cohen-Macaulay simplicial complex with h-vector(h0,h1, . . . ,hd). Then
the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) I∆ is a Stanley ideal.
(b) ∆ is partitionable.
(c) ∆ admits a partition whose r-vector satisfies ri = hd−i for i = 0, . . . ,d.
(d) ∆ admits a partition into e(K[∆]) intervals.

Moreover, any nice partition of∆ satisfies the conditions(c) and(d).

Proof. (a)⇐⇒ (b) follows from Corollary 3.4. In order to prove the implication (b)⇒ (c), con-
sider a nice partition∆ =

⋃r
i=1[Fi ,Gi] of ∆. From this decomposition thef -vector of∆ can be

computed by the following formula
d

∑
i=0

fi−1t
i =

d

∑
i=0

r it
d−i(1+ t)i .

On the other hand one has
d

∑
i=0

fi−1t
i =

d

∑
i=0

hit
i(1+ t)d−i ,

see [BrHe, p. 213]. Comparing coefficients the assertion follows.
The implication (c)⇒ (d) follows from the fact thate(K[∆]) = ∑d

i=0hi , see [BrHe, Proposi-
tion 4.1.9]. Finally (d)⇒ (a) follows from Corollary 1.1. �
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We conclude this section with some explicit examples. Recall that constructibility, a general-
ization of shellability, is defined recursively as follows:(i) a simplex is constructible, (ii) if∆1

and∆2 ared-dimensional constructible complexes and their intersection is a(d−1)-dimensional
constructible complex, then their union is constructible.In this definition, if in the recursion we
restrict∆2 always to be a simplex, then the definition becomes equivalent to that of (pure) shella-
bility. The notion of constructibility for simplicial complexes appears in [St3]. It is known and
easy to see that

Shellable⇒ constructible⇒ Cohen-Macaulay.

Since any shellable simplicial complex is partitionable (see [St1, p. 79]), it is natural to ask
whether any constructible complex is partitionable? This question is a special case of Stanley’s
conjecture that says that Cohen-Macaulay simplicial complexes are partitionable. We do not know
the answer yet! In the following we present some examples where the complexes are not shellable
or are not Cohen-Macaulay but the ideals related to these simplicial complexes are Stanley ideals.

Example 3.6. The following example of a simplicial complex is due to Masahiro Hachimori
[Ha]. The simplicial complex∆ described by the next figure is 2-dimensional, non shellablebut
constructible. It is constructible, because if we divide the simplicial complex by the bold line,
we obtain two shellable complexes, and their intersection is a shellable 1-dimensional simplicial
complex.

3
0 5

3

4 9 6 2

1 8 7 1

1

3

4 2

4 2

Indeed we can write∆ = ∆1∪∆2 where the shelling order of the facets of∆1 is given by:

148,149,140,150,189,348,349,378,340,390,590,569,689,678,

and that of∆2 is given by:

125,126,127,167,235,236,237,356.

We use the following principle to construct a partition of∆: suppose that∆1 and ∆2 are d-
dimensional partitionable simplicial complexes, and thatΓ = ∆1∩∆2 is (d−1)-dimensional pure
simplicial complex. Let∆1 =

⋃r
i=1[Ki,Li] be a nice partition of∆1, and∆2 =

⋃s
i=1[Fi ,Gi] a nice

partition of∆2. Suppose that for eachi, the set[Fi,Gi]\Γ has a unique minimal elementHi. Then
∆1 ∪∆2 =

⋃r
i=1[Ki ,Li]∪

⋃s
i=1[Hi,Gi ] is a nice partition of∆1∪∆2. Notice that[Fi,Gi ] \Γ has a

unique minimal element if and only if for allF ∈ [Fi,Gi ]∩Γ there exists a facetG of Γ with
F ⊆ G⊂ Gi.

Suppose that∆2 is shellable with shellingG1, . . . ,Gs. Let Fi be the unique minimal subface of
Gi which is not a subface of anyG j with j < i. Then∆2 =

⋃s
i=1[Fi,Gi ] is the nice partition induced

by this shelling. The above discussions then show that∆1∪∆2 is partitionable, if for alli and all
F ∈ Γ such thatF ⊂ Gi andF 6⊂ G j for j < i, there exists a facetG∈ Γ with F ⊆ G⊂ Gi.
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In our particular case the shelling of∆1 induces the following partition of∆1:

[ /0,148], [9,149], [0,140], [5,150], [89,189], [3,348], [39,349], [7,378],

[30,340], [90,390], [59,590], [6,569], [68,689], [67,678],

and the shelling of∆2 induces the following partition of∆2:

[ /0,125], [6,126], [7,127], [67,167], [3,235], [36,236], [37,237], [56,356].

The facets ofΓ = ∆1∩∆2 are: 15,56,67,73.
The restriction of the intervals of this partition of∆2 to the complement ofΓ do not all give

intervals. For example we have[6,126] \Γ = {16,26,126}. This set has two minimal elements,
and hence is not an interval. On the other hand, the followingpartition of∆2 (which is not induced
from a shelling)

[ /0,237], [1,125], [5,356], [6,167], [17,127], [25,235], [26,126], [36,236]

restricted to the complement ofΓ yields the following intervals

[2,237], [12,125], [35,356], [16,167], [17,127], [25,235], [26,126], [36,236],

which together with the intervals of the partition of∆1 give us a partition of∆.

Example 3.7. (The Dunce hat) The Dunce hat is the topological space obtained from the solid
triangleabc by identifying the oriented edges~ab, ~bc and~ac. The following is a triangulation of
the Dunce hat using 8 vertices.

1 2 3 1

3

2

3

2

1

8 6

7

4 5

The facets arising from this triangulation are

124,125,145,234,348,458,568,256,236,138,128,278,678,237,137,167,136.

It is known that the simplicial complex corresponding to this triangulation is not shellable (not
even constructible), but it is Cohen-Macaulay, see [Ha], and it has the following partition:

[ /0,124], [3,234], [5,145], [6,236], [7,137], [8,348], [13,138], [16,136], [18,128],

[25,125], [27,237], [28,278], [56,256], [67,167], [68,568], [78,678], [58,458].

Therefore we have again depth(∆) = dim(∆) = sdepth(∆) = 3.

Example 3.8. (The Cylinder) The idealI = (x1x4,x2x5,x3x6,x1x3x5,x2x4x6) ⊂ K[x1, . . . ,x6] is the
Stanley-Reisner ideal of the triangulation of the cylindershown in the next figure. The correspond-
ing simplicial complex∆ is Buchsbaum but not Cohen-Macaulay.

1 5

3

42

6
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The facets of∆ are 123,126,156,234,345,456, and it has the following partition:

[ /0,123], [4,234], [5,345], [6,456], [15,156], [16,126], [26,26].

Therefore we have depth(∆) = sdepth(∆) = 2 < 3 = dim(∆). Although∆ is not partitionable,I∆
is a Stanley ideal.
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